
Highlights 
This is the Airsoft 1/16 German Panther G class smoking RC battle tank. This RC Airsoft Tank
comes with a built-in smoke generator and produces an analog electric motor start-up sound,
engine sound, machine gun sound, and the sound of shells. This is nearly two feet long! This
tank is a multi-faceted driving fully functional (and it's fast!), 360 degree rotating turret and
barrel raised and lowered. Concerning this tank best part is that it's a remote air gun tank.
We have an awesome range of over 80 feet, which can accommodate 40, its strength plastic
6 mm BB, and it even has a powerful next red warning light to illuminate the barrel before it
triggers. 

Prominent German Panther G class features: 
Maximum side turning angel turret (left / right) to about 320 degrees 
Maximum vertical turning angel of gun (up / down) to about 30 degrees 
Maximum climbing gradient (changeable on different road) approximately 35 degrees 
Function: forward high-speed forward, backward, high speed backward and spin 
Free to change the frequency any frequency, as long as you like, multi-player and tanks are
allowed 
Full scale R / C function analog motor startup chime 
Smoking reality function supper chassis (Please read the manual!) 
Realistic suspension system 
High-strength metal wheel and crawler 
Airsoft BB bullet shooting 
Adjustable engine sound, machine guns, artillery sound effect simulate motion 
 

Technical Specifications 
* Product Dimensions: 55.5 x 20.5 x19 cm 
* Tank Weight (with battery): 3.74 kg 
* Shooting 6 mm BB shells 
*maximum. Shooting range: approx. 25 meters 
* Maximum speed of 15 mph 
* Smoking: Yes 
* Electric engine sound: Yes 
Package Contents 
An RTR remote Airsoft Tank 
An FM radio (available in three variable frequency band 9) 
A rechargeable battery 
A charger 
An aerosol (for the production of smoke) 
A sack of 6mm BB bullets 
A User's Guide 





 


